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rarbg is a pretty safe site. they have a "no warez" policy,
meaning that they dont allow their torrents to contain any

illegal music. torrents are also scanned before they are
uploaded and when you go to the forums, you can see that
the admins take the safety of their users seriously. you can
also download torrents on mobile devices using the torrent
app, which is really convenient. my best recommendation is
to download using one of the two main torrent clients, and

avoid trying to use bittorrent on the site. as you can see, the
picture quality is not that bad on this website. they have a
fairly large library of torrents, so you should be able to find
the music youre looking for. the site has a pretty intuitive

interface, but they do have a lot of advertisements. you may
have to disable adblockers or wait a while before you can

download the files, but overall, its pretty safe. you can also
download torrents on mobile devices using the torrent app,
which is really convenient. my best recommendation is to
download using one of the two main torrent clients, and

avoid trying to use bittorrent on the site. you dont have to
register to download torrents on this site. you can use the

torrent app on ios or android and then just open a torrent in
your app to start downloading. i think their homepage needs

a little updating though. i would also like to see more live
concerts on here. the music torrents here are not as high

quality as those on rarbg. at first glance, you might think that
the albums on this site were ripped from live performances,
but the site actually has video files from the albums that you
can view before downloading. this is nice because you can

see how the songs are mixed with other songs from the
band. this is a pretty safe site, but you should always verify
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